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FAMILY

I love my parents and i appreciate them because they help me a lot and also my entire
family like my dog and my brothers and also little brothers and also my big brother because he
used to help me with my hw but know he does not but he still supports me and my sister also
cooks breakfast as well as my mom because she also cooks for me and my brothers and
sometimes cooks for my dog.

MOM
I would thank my mom because she cooks for me and takes care of me and worries

about me when I am alone or lost and now she learned how to drive so now she can take me
anywhere only if it's necessary and makes sense to get there but if not then she will say no.

UNCLE
I would like to thank my uncle because he also sometimes takes car of me and also he

sometimes gives me money and he always plays with me and cheers me up when i am said or
scared of something.Also he plays with not only me but my brothers and dog and we sometimes
have fun and sometimes get hurt.

DOG. I would like to thank my dog because when i am
sad or scared he comes to me and sits in my lap or beside me and makes me pet him like a
stress dog or a stress ball and when i am bored he makes me chase him or he chases me
sometimes.

DAD .I would like to thank my dad because he always
tells me to study because he suffered a lot back then and he did not want me to go through the
same thing so he tells me to study or else i will suffer and not have a good scholarship and no
jobs.My dad is a hard worker and when he goes to work and comes back from work he
sometimes takes us to eat and when i spill something he supports me and tells me to not worry
and that it could be fixed because my dad saw that many people were laughing at me just
because i spilled soda.

BIG BROTHER. When i need help with hw or
something that i really struggle with he helps me or says that i can do it and that i am smart and
intelligent.When my brother comes home from school we sometimes get into fights but not
physical only like by using our mouth to like trash talk about each other but mostly we become



friends again and sometimes we defend each other and we both like play with each other when
we are bored.

MY OTHER UNCLE.My other uncle always comes to my
house and met my dad at a young age and whenever i get mad or mischievous he always tells
me to listen to my mom because it's a sin to not and that i should never do that again and to fix
my room.When my uncle comes he never comes empty handed whenever i am said he buys
chicken or food or even toys to support me.When i am playing in a soccer game he always is
their but now he is starting to forget but back then he told me if i play good he is going to buy me
sometimes.

LITTLE BROTHER
My little brother could sometimes be annoying and mischievous because he likes to

bother me so much that really is annoying.But sometimes my little brother can be playful and
sometimes kind but not really because whenever i play with him he always destroys something
but when i am sad my little brother helps me by like giving me what i want which helps me
because like for example i am crying and he comes to support me.

Me

I can't say that i am so nice because I sometimes get into fights but not like physical fights but
just most of the time when i see someone of my family crying i try to not to and show them that
there is no reason to cry,for to make them happy and not sad like they were to cheer them up.


